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Transmission Towers and Monopoles 

Utility Poles and Street Lights  

Over 450,000 HV lattice towers & monopoles and 63 million utility poles were sold 

in 2018 for electricity transmission and distribution, telephone lines and street 

lighting. This report analyses the geographical distribution of the tower and pole 

fleet, utility services carried, materials - wood/steel/concrete/composite, the princi-

pal vendors, with coverage of many other industry and market issues.  

 The installed base of towers and poles in base year 2018 is analysed by:   

 Towers & Monopoles - by country 

 Utility poles - by country and utility (electricity distribution, telephone, street lighting) 

 Utility poles - by country and material (wood, concrete, steel/aluminium, composite)  

 Sales of Towers and Poles from 2018 forecast to 2025, in units and $ value by country.   

 National market commentary for Utility Poles- Market commentary on installed bases and de-
mand for utility poles in selected countries, with information on numbers and type of pole.  

 The March of the Monopoles - a growing trend from lattice transmission towers to monopoles is 
analysed with country reviews. 

 1.35 million Utility Poles analysed by country, material and ownership. 

 Materials are changing  - wood remains popular, but a growing market for steel,                                        
concrete and composite poles is analysed. 

 Passive safety regulation is having a significant impact on some markets - analysis 
of countries, legislation, the technologies and types of passive safety pole, road seg-
ments affected. 

 Composite Poles industry, market development and production technology,                                           
with profiles of the main producers.  

 The smart city and Street Lighting - efficiency, LEDs and the pole market. 

      

  

 

Expanded 
coverage 

 New 

Expanded 
coverage 

 Street Lighting - 348,000 street and parking lights in a vigorous market driven by 
the conversion to high efficiency LEDs, urbanisation and passive safety.  
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PART 1 - ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION LATTICE TOWERS AND MONOPOLES  

 

PART 2 - UTILITY POLES - ELECTRICITY- TELEPHONE - STREET & PARKING LIGHTS  

               WOOD, CONCRETE, STEEL, COMPOSITE  

 Parking is an urban priority and escalating population density puts pressure on demand for 

space. A small market for lighting poles to date but growing………. 

 Competitive Landscape - 102 companies listed  

 Tower and Monopole vendors, production capacity and market shares. The top 34 manufacturers are 

listed with shares of production   -  FWT, Falcon, Jyoti Americas, Sabre Industries, Valmont, Locweld, 

Fabrimet, Comemsa, Formet, Sistemex, SAE Towers (KEC), Brametal, Icomemsa, KEC, Jyoti, Kal-

peteru, Bajaj Electrical Ltd, Transrail Lighting Limited, Skipper Ltd, Europoles, Mitas, Al-Babtain, Zamil, 

Al-Yamamah Steel Industry, Metro Smart International, Daji, Qingdao Wuxiao, Guangdong Disheng, 

Shandong Huan, Jiangsu Gushua, Shandong Qixing Iron Tower, Jiangsu Xiadu, Qingdao Megatro, 

Qingdao Baode, Qingdao Sinostra, Jelian, Qingdao Lutai, Jiangsu Rosheng, HEBAI Tang Yang, Jiang-

su Hongguang…..and the leaders profiled.  

 Utility Pole vendors - 36 wood/steel/concrete poles - 32 composite poles……...Valmont, Falcon, 

Europole, Mercur Induo Systemholztechnik GmbH, Brametal, Nanjing Daji Steel Tower, Qingdao Wu-

xiao, Guangdong Disheng, Shandong Huan, Jiangsu Gushua, Shandong Qixing Iron Tower, Jiangsu 

Xiadu,  KEC, Bajaj Electrical, Kalpetaru Power Transmission Ltd, Al-Babtain, Al-Yamamah, Metro 

Smart International, SA, Shakespeare Composite Structures, Strongwell, RS Technologies, Powertru-

sion, Duratel …...and the leaders profiled. 

 Long term demand cycle for Towers - The long term demand cycle is charted for new additions and 

replacements since 1900 and forecast to 2050.  

 Types of Lattice Tower - Lattice towers are designed for different functions and stresses and there 

is wide variation in cost - suspension towers, tension towers, angle suspension towers , dead end 

towers. 

 Pole materials and service life - Real versus perceived service lie and utility practices.    

 The Margin Stack - The value chain is a continuous process of adding value, cost and margin to a 
product. Each part which is outsourced to an external supplier means less profit for the principal 
manufacturer……the missed profits stack up…… 

 Joint use of Utility Poles - Joint use by different utilities is a significant factor in the pole market. The 
protocols for space allocation and standards are outlined.  

 ROW - Rights of Way - A significant cost which can be a serious obstacle in designing networks and 
specifying equipment. With increasing pressure on space and environmental constraints, ROWs are 
becoming more scarce and expensive. ROW is a significant driver in the trend to Monopoles.  

 Dangers & mitigation of damage to Towers and Poles by birds - this is not only an issue of animal 
welfare but also of protecting security of supply.   

253 pages, 116 figures and 89 tables 

 New 



STATPLAN REPORTS & DATABASES 

StatPlan publishes a range of reports for the energy, utility and telecoms industries and 

markets.  We maintain databases of electrical and telecoms infrastructure for all countries, 

constantly up-dated, encompassing; generation, renewables, transmission and distribution, 

power and distribution transformers, switchgear, meters, towers and poles, and other 

equipment.  In many cases these databases go back to the early days of the industry, 

providing a solid basis of data for plotting the replacement cycle as well as new installations.       

StatPlan can provide one-off customised analysis of these databases as well as published 

reports.  

AD HOC RESEARCH 

StatPLan offers customised research services, bringing to bear years of experience in the 

global energy and telecoms markets.  
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HOW TO ORDER 

 

FOR ENQUIRIES OR TO OBTAIN CHAPTER SUMMARIES, A TABLE OF CONTENTS & 

SAMPLE PAGES CONTACT: 

 

Euan Blauvelt 

StatPlan Energy Research 

+44 0208 871 2752 

e.blauvelt@statplanenergy.com 

8 Quarry Road, London, SW18 2QJ, United Kingdom 

ORDERING DETAILS 

All reports may be ordered through the StatPlan website: www.statplanenergy.com  

Or by email to:  e.blauvelt@statplanenergy.com, with the Order Form on the next page 

 

PRICE 

Price for PDF 1 - 4 users…  £3,400 

Price for PDF + Excel Database - 1 - 4 users ...  £3,700 

For corporate multi-user please see order form. 
  

 

 



ORDER FORM

Please provide the following information and scan/email or mail to StatPlan Energy Research:

First Name: ______________________ ________________

Second Name: Title: Mr, Mrs, Ms, Dr, Other_________

Company:

Address: City:

Country: Post Code: State/Province:

Telephone:   Email:

PAYMENT OPTIONS

Credit Card     □ Cheque enclosed       □ Bill me       □

Card Number…………………………………………Expiry Date……………………..……CVC/Signature code (last 3 digits on back of card)…….……… 

Date………………………………………………………Signature………….………………………………………………………………………………………………….………….

If paying by credit card please order from the StatPlan website direct or provide credit card details by letter or telephone.

Please email order form to …………E.Blauvelt@statplanenergy.com 

Or post to  ………………………………….StatPlan Energy Research, 8 Quarry Road, London, SW18 2QJ, United Kingdom.

Invoice required: Please provide an appropriate Purchase Order PO number: …………….…………………………………………………………….

These prices are for electronic copies only. For 2 Hard Copies add £120, Europe - £180, Rest of World - £190. 
Please call +44 (0)208 871 2752 if you have a query. 

Terms and Conditions of Sale are available on our website www.statplanenergy.com 

UK/EU: Please quote VAT Number: 

UK customers only, please add VAT at 20%

TOTAL ORDER VALUE

Report Name Price

TICK BOX FOR LICENCE REQUIRED

SUL - Single user licence (1-4 users) 
Multi user licence (5-20 users) = 1¾ x SUL                     Enterprise licence (Unlimited use) = 2 ½ x SUL      


